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Introduction

• Introduction to compliance mechanisms 

• Development of international environmental law

• [Struggle to] define “compliance mechanism”

• Compare them with more formal settlement of disputes 

mechanisms

• Consider a few themes that emerge when we look at 

compliance



Background: growth of 

international 

environmental law

-Growing awareness of threat 

posed by economic 

development to environment

-Recognition that environment 

does not stop at boundaries

-Massive growth of number of 

MEAs, particularly in 1980s 

and 1990s

-Diversity, geographical scope, 

number of Parties, subject 

matter, specificity 

Record of achievement: Montreal 

Protocol

Without Montreal 

• Climbing production and consumption of ozone depleting 
substances

• Ozone levels fall by 50% of pre-industrial levels northern 
hemisphere, and 70 % southern hemisphere

• Ultraviolet radiation penetrates to planet’s surface

• Epidemic of skin cancers, eye damage and immune 
system suppression

• Walking in open air becomes a risky business



Montreal Protocol #2

• Just about all UN members ratify 

• Steep decline in production

• original controlled CFCs fall by more than 95%

• original controlled halons fallen by more than 
99%

Montreal Protocol #3

ozone depletion caused by human-produced 

chlorine and bromine compounds is expected 

to gradually disappear by about the 

middle of the this century as these 

compounds are slowly removed from the 

stratosphere by natural processes



Problems

•Proliferation

•Political commitment 

wanes

•Anecdotal evidence 

about conclusion before 

in position to implement

•Lack of capacity

•Simple difference of 

views about nature of 

obligations

Compliance mechanisms: working 

definition

Mechanisms established  under multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) to promote compliance and 

have following characteristics

• The mechanisms will enable  the review of state performance of MEA obligations

• They  establish multilateral procedures to consider apparent instances of non-compliance

• Allow multilateral measures to be taken as a response to non-compliance



Typical stages in a compliance 

procedure

• Decision of the Parties to set up a mechanism

• Mechanism will have a standing compliance committee

• Potential cases of non-compliance referred to committee

• Committee deliberates, and responds

• Conference/Meeting of the Parties considers committee 

response

Why not formal 

settlement of 

disputes?

· Dispute settlement procedures are 

expensive, time-consuming and

confrontational

· Even when successful, they do 

not ensure results that will 

safeguard the environment or 

improve it

· Procedures will normally apply 

only if there is agreement between 

the parties to the dispute, which is 

unlikely to be forthcoming; and

· Compliance procedures are 

multilateral whilst dispute 

settlement procedures are bilateral



Tailoring

Diversity 

-Montreal Protocol 

-Washington Convention 

on Trade in Endangered 

Species 

-Aarhus Convention 

Nature of the challenge

General proposition most 

successful  regimes operate a 

compliance regime for an MEA 

(such as the Montreal Protocol and 

CITES)  that lays down precise 

standards to be met by Parties, 

Aarhus presents a new challenge –

procedural human rights issues that 

give the committee a margin of 

discretion.



Compliance committee 

composition

·number of members

· represent Parties 

and/or observers, or 

observers

· How appointed?

· qualifications?

· reflect the geographical 

distribution of the 

Parties?

Sovereignty

- Sensitivity about external scrutiny 

of the quality of performance in 

meeting MEA obligations

- Address this by designing 

procedures that are supportive, 

constructive and respectful of 

national sovereignty rather than 

ones that lead to individual Parties 

being found “guilty” and penalized



Moving on……

Basel

Global (except US)

Facilitation v sovereignty

Internal impact in UK 

minimal

Aarhus

Regional

Extent to which civil 

society and individuals 

can participate

Exciting considerable 

interest in the UK


